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Final Test Standard. Listening. Exercise 9.
Listen to five people talking. Circle the
correct answers.
1 Mum always sends me out to get her favourite
magazine on a Saturday. I don’t know why
she doesn’t just read it online but she enjoys
reading it with a cup of tea when there’s no one
in the house. So here I am … but where is the
magazine? There are so many magazines here.
I’m going to ask the assistant to help me.
2 I started my job about two weeks ago, so
everything is quite new. I’m a bit nervous so it’s
good that my colleagues are very helpful and
friendly. My law degree hasn’t really prepared
me for the reality of being in a courtroom. Of
course I don’t normally work directly with any
criminals but I need to make notes and organise
everything for the barristers.
3 I know it’s ridiculous but I’m addicted to I’m a
Celebrity Get Me Out of Here! I always used
to laugh at my friends when they watched
programmes like that but now I’ve found myself
watching them too. I can’t understand why
someone famous wants to be on television doing
really stupid things but I love watching it! Shhhh,
don’t tell anyone!!
4 Like most teenagers, I can’t imagine life without
it. I mean, it’s how I know what’s happening in
the world. I use it for everything. It’s my life and
I take it with me everywhere! I text and call my
friends, obviously, but I also listen to music, and
watch films and video clips on it. I just hope that
I never lose it.
5 I was in hospital for a week after it happened. It
was so stupid. I just wasn’t looking where I was
going and I tripped over in the street. When I fell,
I heard a crack and that was that! That was three
weeks ago … I still can’t walk but I’m hoping
that the plaster will come off tomorrow. You
hear about people having accidents when they’re
skiing and stuff like that, but just falling in the
street … ridiculous!
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Final Test Extra. Listening. Exercise 9.
Listen to five people talking. Complete
the sentences.
1 Mum always sends me out to get her favourite
magazine on a Saturday. I don’t know why
she doesn’t just read it online but she enjoys
reading it with a cup of tea when there’s no one
in the house. So here I am … but where is the
magazine? There are so many magazines here.
I’m going to ask the assistant to help me.
2 I started my job about two weeks ago, so
everything is quite new. I’m a bit nervous so it’s
good that my colleagues are very helpful and
friendly. My law degree hasn’t really prepared
me for the reality of being in a courtroom. Of
course I don’t normally work directly with any
criminals but I need to make notes and organise
everything for the barristers.
3 I know it’s ridiculous but I’m addicted to I’m a
Celebrity Get Me Out of Here! I always used
to laugh at my friends when they watched
programmes like that but now I’ve found myself
watching them too. I can’t understand why
someone famous wants to be on television doing
really stupid things but I love watching it! Shhhh,
don’t tell anyone!!
4 Like most teenagers, I can’t imagine life without
it. I mean, it’s how I know what’s happening in
the world. I use it for everything. It’s my life and
I take it with me everywhere! I text and call my
friends, obviously, but I also listen to music, and
watch films and video clips on it. I just hope that
I never lose it.
5 I was in hospital for a week after it happened.
It was so stupid. I just wasn’t looking where I
was going and I tripped over in the street. When
I fell, I heard a crack and that was that! That
was three weeks ago … I still can’t walk but I’m
hoping that the plaster will come off tomorrow.
You hear about people having accidents when
they’re skiing and stuff like that, but just falling
in the street … ridiculous!
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